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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Delineation of the Problem

IN COMPARISON WITH THE DEVELOPMENT of the study of anthro-
ponymy in Western Europe the study of this subject in Slavic
countries has been relatively modest. This restraint is especially
evident in the sphere of given names. Ho\vever, it does not attest a
lack of interest in names among Slavs. On the contrary, personal
nomenclature has always attracted the attention of Slavic philo-
logists, but their interest has been directed chiefly towards semantics
or the etymology of names. The pioneer work in this field appeared
as early as the beginning of the seventeenth century when P. Be-
rynda compiled the first systematic Eastern Slavic dictionary and
included a considerable number of personal names with an ex-
planation of their origin. The dictionary was written in the literary
Ukrainian language of the seventeenth century and published in
1627.1

Scholarly studies of Slavic personal names began in the second
half of the nineteenth century with the monumental work of F.
Miklosich in 1860.2 He was the first person to devote his attention
primarily to the systematic study of Slavic personal and place-
names and thus laid the foundation for Slavic onomastics. The work
of Miklosich stimulated other scholars ·to further research. The

1 P. Berynda, Leksikon Slovenoroskyj i imen tolkovanije. (Slavic-Rus Lexicon
and Explanation of Names), Kiev, 1627.

2 F. Miklosich, Die Bildung der Slavischen Personen- und Ortsnamen, Vienna,
1860, reprinted in "Sammlung Slavischer Lehr- und Handbiicher," ed. A. Leskin
et al., Heidelberg, 1927.
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earliest "ofhis followers, M. Moroskin,3published in 1867 a collection
of Slavic names of which many were native Russian. Another
significant contribution was made by N. M.Tupikov.4 He approached
the problem quite differently and examined the history of names as
well as their social and geographical distribution, while leaving the
philological aspect aside.

The most significant studies of Eastern Slavic personal given
names in the twentieth century have been made by V. Simovyc,5
I. Ohijenko,6 J. B. Rudnyckyj,7 L. Velyhorskyj8 and L. Humetska.!J
A number of dictionaries of given personal names have been com-
piled and published. In addition to the aforementioned compre-
hensive works, numerous articles dealing ,vith this subject have
been published in various linguistic periodicals.

3 M. Moroskin, Slavjanskij imenoslov ili sobranije slavjanskich licnych imen v
aljavitnom porjadke (Slavic Name Register or Collection of Slavic Personal Names
in Alphabetical Order), St. Petersburg, 1867.

4 N. M. Tupikov, "Zametki k istoriji drevne-russkich licnych sobstvennych
imen" (Remarks on the History of Ancient Russian Personal Names), St. Peters-
burg, 1892, reprinted with some changes in the Introduction to his Dictionary,
Slovar drevne-russkich licnych sobstvennych imen (Dictionary of Ancient Russian
Personal Names), St. Petersburg, 1903.

5 V. Simovyc, "Typy imen" (Types of Names), published in Naukovyj Zbirnyk
Vys. Pedahoh. Inst. im M. Drahomanova v Prazi (Scholarly Collection of Works of
the High Pedagogical Institute of M. Drahomanov in Prague), Prague, 1929.

6 1. Ohijenko, "Nasi osobovi jmennja" (Our Personal Names), a series of articles
published in the linguistic periodical Ridna Mova (Native Language), 'Varsaw,
1933-1939.

7 J. B. Rudnyckyj, "Pro ukrajinski osobovi jlnennja" (On Ukrainian Personal
Names), Na Cuzuni, Augsburg, 1947, and Rid i znameno, No.2, Frankfurt, 1957,
pp.27-30.

"Ridkisni jmennja slovjanskoho pochodzennja v ukrajinskomu nazovnyctvi"
(Some Rare Names in Ukrainian Onomastics), Rid i znameno, No.3, Frankfurt,
1947, pp. 36-37; reprinted in Postup, Winnipeg, 1963.

8 L. Velyhorskyj, Imena hovorat' (Names Speak), Ukrainian Toiler, Toronto,
1951.

9 L. Humetska, "Slovotvorca budova colovicych osobovych nazv v ukrajinskij
movi XIV-XV st." (Word-Formation of Masculine Personal Names in the Ukrain-
ian Language of the XIV-XV Centuries), published in M ovoznavstvo (Philology) X,
1952.

"Zinoci osobovi nazvy v ukrajinskij aktovij movi XIV-XV st." (Feminine
Personal Names in the Ukrainian Legal Language of the XIV-XV Centuries),
published in Naukovi Zapysky Instytutu Suspilnych Nauk (Scholarly Writings of
the Institute of Social Studies), Akademia Nauk Ukr. S.S.R., Vol. III, Kiev, 1954.
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Although a considerable number of studies have been made
during the past century in the field of Eastern Slavic anthroponymy,
they have been concerned primarily with those Eastern Slavic
personal names ,vhich originated in the language itself, the so-
called native names. As a result, Eastern Slavic Christian names
have, to some degree, been overlooked. In fact, no general treatise
on these names covering the whole of Eastern Slavic territory has
even been attempted. Nor has sufficient study been devoted to the
process of the Slavicization of Christian names (predominantly of
Greek origin) in the different geographical spheres of the Eastern
Slavic languages. Moreover, the adoption of Christian nanles into
the Eastern Slavic name system and their development in various
periods has attracted even less scholarly attention, although such a
study would undoubtedly be of importance to a history of language
as ,veIl as of interest to historians in general. In the field of Slavic
Christian names the research to date is contained in a small number
of essays published in various periodicals. The articles on this
subject are usually either monographic or deal ,vith various detailed
aspects of the name formation.

The most important contributions to the study of Eastern Slavic
Christian names have resulted not from specifically onomastic
research but from investigations made with a different purpose in
view. A. L. Sobolevskij,lOfor example, while studying the adoption
of foreign loan ,vords in the Russian language, traced many dialecti-
cal forms of personal names back to their originals. From a different
aspect, M. Vasmerll has explained the general procedure of in-
tegration of Greek loan words in the Russian language, including a
selection of Christian names. Recent and valuable contributions to
Eastern Slavic onomastics, insofar as it is concerned with Christian
names, were made by A. Baecklund12 who, investigating the person-
al names in the Gramoty Velikago N ovgoroda, selected the basic
Novgorodian yariants of the so-called "Kalendarnyje imena" and

10 A. L. Sobolevskij, Lekcii po istorii russkago jazyka (Lectures on the History of
the Russian Language), 4th ed., Moscow, 1907.

11 M. Vasmer, "Dissimilationsvermeidung im Russischen", Zeitschrift filr ver-
gleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete der indogermanischen Sprachen, LI,
Berlin, 1923.

12 A. Baecklund, Personal Names in Medieval Velikij N ovgorod, 1. Common
Names, Stockholm, 1959.
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illuminated the problem of their Russification and their social
function during the republican period of Velikij Novgorod. The
present study is, however, limited to a specific region and period
of the twelfth to the fifteenth century.

Evidently, according to the foregoing survey, the field of Eastern
Slavic anthroponymy has not been sufficiently explored. Among
the material deserving special attention belong the personal names
of the Pomianyk 01Horodysce.

That work is not only the unique Cyrillic manuscript in Canada
but also is an authentic source; its importance to Eastern Slavic
personal names need hardly be stressed. It is a document of public
character13 containing approximately 20,000 entries and mention-
ing most of the popular Christian names of the fifteenth, sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. These names ,vere recorded either by
professional monastic scribes or by other people conversant with
the art of writing, who then passed the nanles on to the monastery.
Thus the names recorded were based on the spoken forms which
were often colored by the local dialect and employed the ortho-
graphic practices of the particular scribe reporting the names. The
majority of names belong to the people who populated Southern
Volhynia. A considerable number of entries, however, contain names
of member's of leading families and Church dignitaries from various
parts of Eastern Slavic territories and also from Lithuania, Poland
and Moldavia.

Since the Pomianyk embraces such extensive material, the present
study should prove to be of some value and interest in the field of
onomastics.

Scope and Object of the Study

The main object of the study is to analyze the forms and variants
of both masculine and fenlinine given names occurring in the oldest
part of the Pomianyk.

An attempt is also made here to explain the process by which the
names of foreign, primarily Greek, origin ",-ere Slavicized. This
process followed three principal lines:

13 "Public character" here implies a register of the names of persons deceased in
the community.
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(1) Phonetic modification, by which foreign names were brought
into accord "\viththe Eastern Slavic sound system in general and
with the Volhynian dialect in particular.

(2) Morphological modifications of the foreign names on the
pattern of native personal names and appellatives, and the partial
fitting of those names to the Eastern Slavic declension system.

(3) The formation of derivatives.
By recording the occurrences of each nanle, the study also

endeavours, to establish data regarding the frequency of names
during the period covered by the oldest section of the Pomianyk.

Moreover, with the support of comparative material from ancil-
lary sources, the investigation attempts a clarification of the effect
of Christianity on Eastern Slavic personal names.

Finally, there is included within the scope of this work the A-
tergo Dictionary of given names listed in the POinianyk, which is
also the first A-tergo Onornasticon in the Slavic language.

In order that the reader might see a more complete picture of
the material contained in the Pomianyk, a description of some
paleographical aspects of the manuscript itself, as well as an
examination of the genre of literature which it represents, is neces-
sary. This, however, will be published in another journal.

Sources

Pomianyk of IIorodysce.14 The Pomianyk, "\vhichis preserved in a
manuscript, dated 1484-1737, is one of the first kno\vn literary
documents produced by Ukrainian monasteries. The manuscript

14 At present Horodysce is a village in Volhynia. It is located on the small
island between the two branches of the river Buh. Horodysce, as its name suggests,
is the remnant of an old fortification which probably belonged to a prince.

Volhynia - the Principality of Kievan Rus State.
In the 13th century - Kingdom of Galicia-Volhyn.
From 14th to 15th century - Ukrainian-Lithuanian cultural centre (The
first Ukrainian Bible was printed in Ostrog in 1580).
In the period from 17th to 18th century - Province of Polish Kingdom.
From 19th to 20th century - Province of Russia.
Presently Volhynia is the Western Province of the Ukrainian S.S.R.

For more extensive information about Volhynia seethe work by J. B. Rudny6kyj,
Nazvy "Halycyna" i "Volyn." (The Names -"Galicia" and "Volynia"), Winnipeg,
1952.
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was discovered in 1902 by Olexander Kolessa, professor at Charles
University in Prague. It was among the contents of a chest found by
Kolessa in a wooden church ,vhich was, in his opinion, the sole
remnant of a once famous monastery.

In his article, "The South-Volhynian Horodysce and Horodysce
manuscripts of the period from the twelfth to the sixteenth cen-
turies,"15 Kolessa has this to say of the Pomianyk: "As an official
of the Vienna Central Commission for the Preservation of Ancient
Monuments, I examined in 1902 the Basilian Fathers' libraries for
the purpose of making studies in paleography. The notes on the
Apostle of Chrystynopil and the Gospel of Bucac indicated that
the nlanuscripts were from the monastery of Horodysce and made
me visit Horodysce and also the Basilian Fathers' monastery of
Chrystynopil."16 Visiting Horodysce, Kolessa found on the site of
the monastery an old wooden church. He continues: "From this
church comes the Pomianyk of the fifteenth century which I dis-
covered in the atrium of the Horodysce church in an old primitive
oak chest among the candle-ends and other useless church articles.
This Pornianyk, of which I hope to give a full description, contains
information about the history oft-he old monastery ofHorodysce~"17
Unfortunately, this hope was never realized. This was presumably
\vhy the Pomianyk has not been the subject of description or re-
search before now. However, Kolessa has left us a brief description
of other Horodysce manuscripts.

For many years the Pon~ianyk remained in Kolessa's private
library. In 1951, J. B. Rudnyckyj purchased the book from the
Kolessa fanlily for the Slavic book collection in the University of
Manitoba, intending that is should be used as source material for
advanced studies in the Slavic field. The purchase of this unique
volume was made possible through a grant from the Ukrainian
Studies Fund in Winnipeg.

Naturally, the acquisition of such a valuable book by the Uni-
versity of Manitoba, and especially its display during the opening
of the new Library on September 26, 1958, evoked considerable

15 o. K.olessa, "Pivdenno- Volhynske Horodysce i Horodyski rukopysni pa-
miatky XII-XVI st.", published in Naukovyj Zbirnyk Ukrajinskoho Universytetu
v Prazi (Scholarly Collections of the Ukrainian University in Prague), Prague, 1923.

16 Ibid., p. 5.
17 Ibid., p. 6.
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public interest. Under this impetus various articles pertaining to
the book have recently appeared. Local newspapers, both ethnic
and English, have expressed curiosity and surprise at the revelation
that the writing of this book began eight years before Columbus's
discovery of America. At present the manuscript of the Pornianyk
of H orodysce forms part of the rare book section of the Elizabeth
Dafoe Library at the University of lVlanitoba.

Chapter II

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL NAMES
IN THE POMIANYK OF HORODYSCE

A Note on the Fornlation of Indo-European
and Eastern Slavic Personal Names

Language designates and is therefore concerned with the giving
of names. 'iVe may assume that even at a primitive stage of language
development, the first articulated sounds which had any signif-
icance were used as names. In one form or another, naming has
sometimes been considered to be the earliest of all intellectual ac-
complishments. The first man was also the first giver of names:
" ... and Adam gave names."18 In the Biblical narrative this is
man's first recorded activity which may be regarded as his first
intellectual activity. Because names are universal E. Pulgram
writes: "Since the giving and bearing of names have found such
universal acceptance in all forms of society and in all stages of
culture, this fact of universality ought to be indicative of a common
need perhaps even of a common urge, which all human beings
shere."19

The possession of a name has been highly esteemed throughout
the ages: "A nameless creature is a transitory phantom, only the
name makes the being known, by the name it is distinguished from

18 Genesis 2:20; 2:19~ "Arid out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast
of the field, and every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he
would call them: and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, and this the
name thereof."

19 Pulgram, Ernst, Theory 01Names, published by The American Name Society,
1954, p. 5.
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others."2oThe ancient ritual of name giving was a symbol of solemn
welcome of the newly born into the family. The name received en-
titled the child to the full rights of society. "For all parents fit names
to their children as soon as these are born, so that there is no one
so poor or so gentle that he is nameless."21The word, "nameless,"
signified an unknown and almost unwelcome condition (and still
does).22Therefore the selection of a name was made very carefully,
since, as Bach states, the name was considered as a part of one's
appearance: "The name gives the audible picture of a human being,
an animal, or an object and there is an inseparable link between the
name and the object."23

A similar approach to names also existed among later generations.
In Dichtung und Wahrheit Goethe writes: " ... because the name
of a person is not an overcoat, but is a perfectly fitting dress, as the
skin that has grown over the person which he is not allowed to
scrape."24 The same tendency is noted in modern times. Smith,
discussing the importance of the study of names, considers a man's
name as the most prominent feature to others and as his most
intimate friend. He says: "A man's name is one of the most per-
manent of possessions; it remains when everything else is lost; it
is owned by those who possess nothing else. A name is the only
efficient means of describing a man to his contemporaries and to
posterity. 'Vhen one dies it is the only part that lives on in the
world."25

The given nalue has always been considered by some to have an
influence upon the character or personality of a person. The realiza-
tion of the fate expressed in the name often affected the formation
of personality in either a positive or negative way. The obligation
towards a given name in old times and in later periods "vasfactual.
In 1652 Jenkin "vrote: "Our baptismal names ought to be such as
may prove remembrances of duty ... This is good to impose such

20 Gunter, H., "Von der Sprache der GOiterund Geister," Halle, 1921, (Quoted by
A. Bach in Deutsche Namenkunde, Vol. I, Part II, p. 224, Heidelberg, 1953).

21 Odyssey, Book VIII - Shaw translation (Quoted in Names, Vol. I, 1952, p.
241).

22 For instance, a writer speaks of "a nameless sorrow."
23 Adolf Bach, Deutsche N amenkunde, Heidelberg, 1953, Vol. I, Part II, p. 227.
24 Quoted by A. Bach in Deutsche N amenkunde, Vol. I, Part I, p. 237.
25 E. C. Smith, The Story of our Names, New York, 1950, p. 61.
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names as expresse our baptismal promisse. A good name is as a
thread tyed about the finger, to make us nlindful of the errand we
came into the world to do for our J\tlaster."26Or as Goethe mentions:
" ... thus it happened that I was named 'Joseph' at baptism and by
this my way of life has been determined to a certain extent."27

A name not only influences its bearer but it also creates an idea
about him ,vith others. This fact led poets and writers to the in-
vention of meaningful names in literature in order to provide a
complete picture of characters by means of a name. These so-called
"Redende Namen" probably originated in folklore but are still
popular today.

In their original invention and purpose personal names had a
definite and appropriate significance. Sources for these names ,vere
the same among all people but their popularity differed according
to the mentality of the various ethnic groups. The names usually
varied according to what people aimed at in life. It is apparent that
primitive society, because of its close association with nature, used
the latter as the main source for names. Thus the characteristics of
nature were transferred into human society. Then, too, names not
only were derived from the names of gods, spirits and supernatural
beings, but were also supplied by the imagination and then trans-
posed into reality. Although sources for naming were endless, a
certain rule as to their significance could be established. All ancient
names, with few exceptions, denote praise or fame and signify good
omen for the future of a child. Through the naming procedure it ,vas
hoped the best of everything would be achieved for the child con-
cerned. Hence, names mirror truthfully the feeling, the ideals and
the highest aspirations of various groups of people.

The technique used in the formation of personal names was
essentially the same everywhere. Among all people the same motives
were taken into consideration, but were expressed differently.
"Not only name-bearing, but also name-building ,vas a universal
human practice, with the same eleluentary rules every,vhere, just
as human language is basically the same physical and nervous

26 Quoted by D. T. Starnes, Names, 10.56 (1960).
27 W. Goethe, "Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre," (Quoted by A. Bach in Deut-

8che Namenkunde, Vol. I, Part II, p. 228).
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performance of human speech production and comprehension,
regardless of the multitude and variety of languages."28

Being a,vare of the unexplainable force and strength of a name
and believing firnlly in its magic, ancient society often applied
specific methods in the giving of names. It practiced a transfer of
the names of dead relatives, a repetition of components, a variation
of components or a linking of components according to alliteration
("Stabreim"). Furthermore, a body of euphemistic and taboo
names was also cultivated among Indo-European peoples.

Indo-European Anthroponymy. As previously mentioned, ono-
nlastic sources for the anthroponymy are endless. ,Any word can
perform this function. Albeit the choice is determined by historical,
cultural and ethnical factors, potentially any noun can becollle a
name, and not only a noun but also a verbal form, an adverb, a
whole sentence, a particle, even a letter. However, it is evident that
nouns and adjectives used as substantives form the vast majority
of Indo-European names.

Traditionally Indo-European anthroponymy is classified into
dithematic and monothematic names. Ancient names were chiefly
dithematic.29 They were formed of two components for which the
nouns of concrete or abstract meaning were used. But other parts
of speech were used as well. Basically, there are two main composi-
tional types of dithomatic names: (1) determinative composition,
where the basic part is determined closely by the first component;
(2) copulative, composition in which two components are in-
dependent of each other. In the later stage of language development,
when one part or both parts of the compound name lost their
appellative meaning, copulative technique often resulted in meaning-
less names.

Dithematic names fall into t"\VOclasses - full names and short
names. Short names are consi~ered a secondary development from
full names: the former came into being in Indo-European times and
were usually formed through the contracti9n of full names in order
to make the latter more convenient for everyday use. According
to their structure, short names are also classified as monothematic
and dithenlatic.

28 Pulgram, Ernst, Theory of Names, p. 20.
29 F. Solmsen, I ndogermanische Eigennamen als Spiegel der K ulturgeschichte,

Heidelberg, 1922, pp. 111-118.
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In the structure of short names are suffixes ,vhich change the
nature of names of special interest. In spite of their great variety,
two main groups of suffixes are differentiated. One group comprises
suffixes attaching to a name a distinct character - so-called
individualistic suffixes - while the other group consists of diminu-
tive suffixes by means of which names predominantly of endear-
ment character are formed.30

Although some of them originated in prehistoric times, mOllO-
thematic nanles ","ereless popular among ancient Indo-Europeans.
Such names are made up of several types of names of which "lall-
names" and "by-names" (nicknames) should be especially men-
tioned. In composition "lan.-names" are very similar to the words
of baby-language - hence their derivation - and represent the
nlost ancient type of names.

"By-names," on the other hand, are of later origin. In most
instances they denote the physical pecularities or characteristics
of a person. Because they tended to be the liveliest and the most
dinstinctive part of the appellation, in the course of tinle, "by-
names" became real names.

As a rule, members of the Indo-European society bore one name.
Such a practice was retained in individual Indo-European languages
for a long period. When the Dark Ages were drawing to a close and
societies proceeded once more from tribal to national organi-
zations, the need for additional names, besides the individual names,
for the more certain identification of individuals became urgent. An
increase in the complexities of the administration and social
organization of an ethnic group tends to produce an increase in the
complexity and rigidity of the onomastic system. Hence, in the
later Middle Ages there arose the necessity of creating new names.
First, a by-name was attached to a person and disappeared with
that person's death. Later on, by-names became hereditary. This
development obliterated the significance of personal by-names, but
produced the modern family names.

In general, the old Indo-European names are distinguished by a
creative instinct. They had an embracing content, profound mean-
ing, logical combination of components and a definitely poetic
spirit.

30 Ibid., p. 130.
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These old native names, with their characteristics, were alive un-
til the time of Christianization. With the spread of Christianity the
old name system was modified. Changes occurred in the form of
names, in the lexicon and also in the act of name creation. The old
traditional names began to lose their meaning and subsequently a
good many of them became meaningless. Christian names, pre-
dominantly of Greek and Hebrew provenance, replaced them.

The term, Ohristian name, is probably a corruption of the now
almost obsolete "christened name." The name given to early con-
verts to Christianity at the baptismal ceremony to symbolize their
new life came to be designated as the "christened" or "baptismal"
name. Today the term Ohristian name is so common that frequently
forenames given to Jews or other non-Christians are also designated
as "Christian names." Dictionaries define this term simply but
often incorrectly as a given or first name, thereby illustrating the
practice of using the terms Ohristian name, given name and first
name interchangeably.

Slavic Anthroponyn~y. Slavic anthroponymy is analogous to that
of other Indo-European languages. In the past, Slavic personal
names have expressed a wish of everything best for the child
possessing the name. In the course of time, however, their meaning
has changed or a name may have been lost altogether. Even at the
beginning of the historical period of Slavic languages the original
meaning of a considerable number of Slavic personal names was
probably not fully understood. Consequently, many of them
gradually lost popularity and were much more easily and quickly
supplanted by the new Christian names than were the native per-
sonal names of other Indo-European peoples.

Native Slavic personal names may be classified into (1) dithe-
matic and (2) monothematic names.

Monothematic names were far more popular among the Slavs
than with other Indo-European peoples. Many of these names were
originally by-names which characterized their bearers most vividly.
However, judging from their popularity in Medieval Rus most of
them lost their primary and original meaning and became genuine
names.31

31 Tupikov, Slovar, pp. 121-122 and 130-131.
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From the morphological point of view, there are 'several types of
monothematic names. They may present themselves as nouns,
adjectives or verbal derivatives; e.g. Golub, Krasnyj, and Zdan.

Dithematic Slavic personal names, which today belong tOothe
category of compound nouns, are derived from Indo-European
languages. Word-construction by means of combining two com-
ponents did not gain real popularity among the ancient Slavs. A
majority of compound words in Slavic literature represent calques
from Greek which remained in the language of books. But the
existence of compound anthroponyms as well as names of pagan
gods, toponyms and a considerable number of appellatives testifies
that this technique of word-formation was natural for the Slavic
language also. Although limited, the procedure was continued during
the historical development of the language.

Slavic dithematic personal names are of aristocratic and solemn-
sounding character. They show variety in their structure depending
on the parts of speech by which the components are expressed and
in what relationship they stand to each other. It should be noted
that in the period of origin of Slavic dithematic anthroponyms the
words did not have such gramnlatical differentiation as was found
in the historical period of the language. Thus, today the determina-
tion of the parts of speech in compounds is very difficult. It is as-
sumed that the same root of a component in the course of the
development of the language could appear in different forms. It
could designate an object, express a quality, or express an action.32

In this connection a special consideration should be given to nouns,
adjectives and numerals among ,vhich the formal difference is
insignificant. 33

Slavic compound names, similar to other Indo-European personal
names, constitute two basic structural groups of the compound
words, namely, (1) copulative and (2) determinative.

(1) The copulative structural type. The copulative composition
has been known to Indo-European languages from the very be-
ginning of their literary efforts. For this reason the origin of this
type has been ascribed to the remote prehistoric period. The ancient

32 M. Zeleznjak, "Typy serboxorvatSkyx antroponymicnyx kompozytiv XII-XV
v." (Types of Serbo-Croatian Anthroponymic Compounds), Filolohicnyj Zbirnyk,
Ukr. Academy of Sciences, Kiev, 1963, p. 198.

33 Ibid., p. 199.
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Slavic written monuments demonstrate the existence of only an
insignificant number of the copulative anthroponymic forms.
Probably this method of word-formation was already very weak
in the Proto-Slavic period. In a later stage of development of the
language the semantic value of the copulative anthroponyms ,vas
changed or became incomprehensible due to folk etymology. As a
result, the copulative technique lin Slavic languages became obso-
lete very early and the anthropohyms themselves archaic or mean-
ingless.

Names with copulative structure consisted mainly of two nouns
or their themes, such as Vitrobtatero, Bratosyno, and Volkolyso.

I

According to Miklosich, in the structure nomen + nomen the first
component contains the main seJantic meaning whereas the second
component determines the for¢' of the compound.34 The main
feature of this composition is the possibility of the insertion of a
conjunction (i 'and'). For example, Volkolyso consists of Volko i
Lyso 'a wolf and a fox.' E. Dickenmann, however, regards the
copulative composition as a more complicated semantic combination.
In his opinion, Volkolyso should be interpreted not as 'wolf and
fox' together but as 'a wolf' which is at the same time 'a fox,'
that is the hybridization of the twO.35

(2) The determinative compositional struct·ure.
(i) Anthroponyms of the type adjective + adjective, such as

Jaroslavo, Dobromiro, Miroslavo, Seroslavo.

The compounds formed of two adjectives or their themes origi-
nally were adjectives which presenting primarily a cOlnbination of
semantic related compounds. Very early, however, they evidently
became substantives because of their easy combination with ad-
jectives and other parts of speech in accordance with the rules
pertaining to nouns. In this way these anthroponyms still preserve a
very ancient ,,"ordformative model which has been modified in the
modern Slavic languages. Compounds of the type adjective +
adjective occupy an important place in the Slavic personal nomen-
clature. Usually two adjectives of different meaning were linked but

34 F. Miklosich, Vergleichende Grammatik der Slavischen Sprachen, Wien, 1875,
p.378.

35 E. Dickenmann, Untersuchung ilber die N ominalkomposition im Russischen,
Ed. I, Leipzig, 1934, p. 76. (Quoted by M. Zeleznjak, op.cit., p. 200.)
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occasionally the components had a tautological meaning, e.g.
Dragomilo.

The compounds under discussion do not ahvays correspond ·,vith
the determinative composition. Some of the compounds are close
to the copulative compositional type.

(ii) Anthroponyms of the type adjective + noun or attribute +
substantive, for example,

Svjatopolko, Drahovito, Miroslavo.

These compounds are adjectival in their semantic formation but
preserve a substantival meaning in form. Anthroponyms of this
structure belong to the so-called secondary possessive type.36 In
such compounds the sense and the granlmatical meaning are con-
nected ,vith the first element.

The combinations of the adjectival and substantival themes
presented a vital and productive phenomenon in the Slavic langu-
ages in the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries. On the basis of
results obtained, the type attribute + substantive must at this
stage be considered of later origin than the type n0111en+ nOlnen
and older than the type verbum + nomen.

(iii) Anthroponyms of the type numeral + adjective, for instance,
Osmomyslo 'eight minded.'

Names containing a numeral as their first element are very rare
in Slavic languages. This compositional type is regarded as a
slavicized calque fronl another language family or as a Slavic
formation modeled on another language group. However, there are
monothematic anthroponymic forms formed from numerals, such
as Pervusa, Cetvertunja, etc.

Leskien states that the compounds of the type nUlneral + adjec-
tive should be regarded as adjectives; hence, the anthroponynl
Osmomyslo was originally an adjective.37

A different view is held by Rudnyckyj. He established that the
name ofOsmomyslo was originally a compound form of the type noun

36 V. Jagic, "Die slavischen Composita in ihrem sprachgeschichtlichen Auf-
treten," Archiv fur slavische Philologie, XX, 1898, p. 523. (Quoted by M. Zeleznjak,
Opecit., p. 203.)

37 A. Leskien, Grammatik der altbulgarischen (altkirchenslavischen ) S prache,
Heidelberg, 1909, p. 100. (Quoted by Zeleznjak, Opecit. p. 206).
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+ verbal theme. Its later character (numeral +. adjective) was
motivated in the Slavic anthroponymic system by the loss of the
meaning due to folk etymology.38

(iv) .l\nthroponyms having verbal forms as their components.
(a) The structural type verbal form + noun, such as

Mstibogo, Molibogo, Derzikraj.
(b) Verbal form + adjective, for instance,

Borislavo, Mstislavo.
This structure was known to Indo-European protoglossa; how-

ever, the common model made its own way in the process of the
development of the individual languages. In the Slavic languages
numerous anthroponymic forms of the above structure manifest
strong vitality.

There is a divergency of opinion among scholars concerning the
nature of the verbal elements used as the first part of compounds.
}\{ilewskistates that the verbal part is a theme of the infinite +
aorist. J. Otr~bski divides the verbal element into t"vo groups:
(1) the forms of the aorist, e.g. Derzikraj and (2) the forms of the
imperative, e.g. Dazbbogo. Similar views were expressed by other
scholars. J. Los, on the other hand, denies the view of majority and
postulates the nominal origin of the discussed components. 39

Nevertheless, in the historical period of the development of the
Slavic languages, the first verbal components very early assumed
an imperative form regardless of their origin.

(c) The structural type noun + verbal theme, for example,
Vojiboro, Bogdano, Snovido.

Though the compounds of this type have their second part ex-
pressed by a verbal form, they appear in the Slavic languages as
nouns. The model of this technique in word-formation was in-
herited by the Slavs from the Indo-European protoglossa through
the medium of Proto-Slavic. But individual anthroponymic forms
are the product of Proto-Slavic and of individual Slavic languages;
e.g. the name Svjatogoro which has provoked curiosity among some

38 J. B. Rudnyckyj, "Cornu Jaroslav Halyckyj Osmomyslom?" (On the Name
"Osmomysl" in Slovo), Zyttja iZnannja, Vol. 10, L'viv, 1937, pp. 278-279.

39 J. Otr~bski, 0 najdawniejswych polskich imionach osobowych, Wilno, 1935.
pp.4-5. (Quoted by Zeleznjak, op.cit.·p. 209.)
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Slavic scholars. Several theories have appeared concerning the
origin and interpretation of this name.

Vasmer derives his theory from the Greek name of Saint George.40

Miller deduces the name Svjatogoro from "Svjatyje Gory" 'the
Holy Mountains.'

Hrusevskyj contradicts the above theory by rejecting the exis-
tence of mountains under such a name but, unfortunately, does not
offer any other theory regarding the origin of the name Svjatogoro.

Rudnyckyj treats the name Svjatogoro as a compound of the
structural type adjectival theme + verbal theme, where *svr::to
'strong,' 'mighty' is the adjectival root and *gor ~ gorjp ~ goreti 'to
burn' is the verbal root. Thus the name Svjatogoro would mean 'one
burning,' 'overflowing with power.' Rudny6kyj support his ex-
planation by other Slavic anthroponyms similar in structure, such
as Dobrovito, Dragoljubo.41

As to their grammatical texture, V. Jagic says that when the
second verbal element takes a form of a name, it tends to become
a participle. On the other hand, J. Los expresses the view that in
the modern language the verbal element changes into a suffix.42

To this day the semantic aspects of the verbal element in the
Slavic languages are still quite clear.

The types of Slavic anthroponyms which have been considered
here reflect types and models of word-formation which are charac-
teristic of all Slavic languages. The majority among them illustrate
very ancient formations peculiar to Slavic and Indo-European
anthroponymy. The structural characteristic typical of those com-
pound words dealt with, is the manner in which component parts
are linked together within the compounds in question.

The Slavicization of Christian Names

From the historical point of view the anthroponymy of the
Pomianyk could be divided into two categories, pre-Christian names
and Christian names.

40 M. Vasmer, Russisches etymologisches Worterbuch, Heidelberg, 1952-58,
Vol. II, p. 297.

41 J. B. Rudny6kyj, "Svjatogor - the Name of the Hero of Bylina," Names,
10.229-32 (1962).

42 N. Zeleznjak, op. cit. p. 212.
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The group of pre-Christian names mainly consists of native
Slavic names. Besides these, some names of Scandinavian prove-
nance are also included in this group, e.g. Glebo, Igoro. They came
into Rus with the Varagians and were slavicized together with their
bearers long before the coming of Christianity. The native names
constitute a rather inconsiderable part of the material of the Po-
mianyk, and their number is insignificant. Some of these anthro-
ponyms, however, may be regarded as Slavic translations of the
Greek names, e.g. Vera, Lubovo, or as Christian names which be-
came acceptable to the Church after the canonization of their
bearers. As a result, a few native naUles entered the Church calen-
dar in spite of the fact that the corresponding saints were originally
canonized under Greek names, e.g. St. Boriso as Romano, St.
Glebo as Davido, St. Volodimiro as Vasilij and St. Olga as Elena.43

In the material under study no examples of the names Olga and
Volodimiro can be found. Nor do the names Boriso and Glebo,
although their bearers are considered to be first Slavic saints,44
attain any appreciable degree of frequency in the same material.

The bulk of names under consideration consists of Christian
names which were introduced into Eastern Europe through the
medium of the Greek Orthodox Church. The Church played a vital
part in the naming of people, and the most effective means by which
it exercised its influence was baptism. According to the Canons45
and Church tradition, only the names of saints and martyrs were
given at the time of baptism. These names constitute the so-called
Svjatci.46 Originally these were the names taken from the Holy
Scriptures and from the names of the first Christian saints and
martyrs. But by the time Eastern Slavs were Christianized,47 the

43 1. Vlasovskyj, Narys istoriji Ukraijnskoji Pravoslavnoji Oerkvy (An Outline
of the History of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church), New York, 1955, p. 29.

44 Ibid. p. 55.
45 A. V. Kartasev, Ocerki po Istorii Russkoj Oerkvi Vol. 1 (An Outline of the

History of the Russian Orthodox Church), Paris, 1959, pp.52-124.
46 J. Rudyc, "V spravi ukrajinskoho imenoslova" printed in Ukrajinskyj Pravo-

slavnyj Oerkovnyj Kalendar, (Ukrainian Name Register), Stuttgart, 1950, pp. 41-53.
Svjatci is a register of the names of saints and martyrs from which names are

chosen at the baptism. Kievan metropolitan P. Mohyla compiled and edited the
first Svjatci for Eastern Slavs in 1646 where he included names of Slavic saints and
martyrs.

47 Official conversion of the Kievan Rus to Christianity took place in 988.
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majority of the Greek names had entered Svjatci. In the process of
Christianizing Rus, the Church insisted on the change from the
pagan to the Christian nomenclature. Individuals who insisted on
keeping their pagan names, had to bear two names, a Christian one
for'the Church and another one for the world. Such cases, however,
occurred only among the Rus nobility and the princely families.
For example, "v krescenii Iosifo, a mirbsky Ostromiro. "48 As a
result, previously mentioned Slavic native names were later ac-
cepted by the Church.

The Christian names of Greek, Hebrew and Latin origin were
taken over in the Old Church Slavic version into which their
Hellenic or hellenized form had been transferred to the first Slavic
Christians. This onomastic introduction proceeded along several
lines, the most effective of which was through the medium of the
literary Old Church Slavic language in which the oldest ecclesiasti-
cal texts were written. The other process was the direct linguistic
contact of the Southern Slavs with the Byzantine Greek in the very
earliest stage of their Christianization. These Slavs had adapted
some of the Greek names in the vernacular fornls which had been
brought to the Eastern Slavs with the first flow of Bulgarian
culture.49 However, the maj ority of Christian names ,vere introduced
into Rus from Bulgaria in Church Slavic form only. Then, too, we
must note the influence of the Western Slavs. In Volhynia there is
evidence indicating the effects of the early missionary work of St.
J\tlethodiusand his Moravian and Panonian disciples.50

As a consequence of this multifarious method, some names spread
among Eastern Slavs in two forms, that is, in written Old Church
Slavic and in the vernacular originating with the direct linguistic
contact between Slavs and Greeks. In Rus these already-slavicized
Christian anthroponyms became exposed to the influence of spoken
languages and underwent further changes. As a final result many of
the names of Greek provenance assumed among the Eastern Slavs
a double form, one being Old Church Slavic and the other vernacu-
lar, e.g. Feodoro f"'ooJ Fedora, and Georgii f"'ooJ Jurii.

The names under study entered the oldest Old Church Slavic
texts as literary loan-,vords from Greek. Their forms were kept close

48 N. M. Tupikov, Slovar, p.5.
49 A. V. Kartasev, Ocerki po Istoriji, pp. 52-83.
50 I. Vlasovskyj, Narys istoriji, p. 20.
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to the Greek equivalents and simply transliterated in the Slavic
alphabet, thereby preserving, with few exceptions, the phonetic
value of the Greek letters in the pronunciation of that time, that is
Koine, e.g. e > i or b > v; Mixael > Mixailo.

In rendering of the Greek spirants I and th the earliest Old Church
Slavic texts were inconsistent from the beginning. In Old Church
Slavic, which was based on the North Bulgarian dialect, there
actually existed the I-sound; therefore in the majority of cases the
Greek I was presented by I, e.g. Iosef > Iosifo.

The situation is different picture with regard to the voiceless
spirant tho This sound was completely unfamiliar to the Slavs and
has remained so to the present time. Consequently in Old Church
Slavic manuscripts there were three ways of rendering the Greek
th: (1) by the letter th pronounced I in the East and t in the West;
(2) by the corresponding stop t; (3) by another spirant, I; thus
Matthaios > Matfei r-..,/ Mattei r-..,/ Matthei.51 The Old Church Slavic
texts often reflect a synthesis of Eastern and Western influences.
Hence in early texts we meet both forms lVlatei and Matthei, or
Marta and Martha. It seems, however, that in Glagolitic texts t
persists while in the Cyrillic th dominates. 52 The traditional ec-
clesiastical fornl which entered Svjatci is Matthei. In the Dictionary
by Berynda we find Matthei also. On the other hand, in the Hrin-
cenko's Dictionary we come upon forms which emerged under
Western influences, that is, Matij, Marta.53 In the text under study
there appears as the earliest variant the form Matthei (gsg. and
accsg. Matthei~). In Part C of the manuscript, however, the forms
Matthei, Mathei and Matfei are written in interchangeable letters.
This scribal practice suggests that at that period in Volhynia both
spirants had an I-sound. Moreover, in Part C there quite often oc-
curs the form Matvei. This one presents a popular Volhynian variant,
known also to other Ukrainian dialects. In contrast to Russian, in

51 A. Baecklund, Per80nal Names in Medieval Velikij N ovgorod, Stockholm,
1959, p. 59.

52 P. Diels, Altkirchen8lavi8che Grammatik, 1. Tell, Heidelberg, 1932, pp.45-56.
In Codex Assemanianus t and th are interchangeable. In Codex Zogr. the t is

predominant and in Codex Mar. the rendering of Greek th by t is the rule. On the
other hand, in Sava book the th is prevailing and in Codex Supr. th is used more or
less consistently.

53 P. Berynda, Opecit. p. 222. B. Hrincenko, Opecit. p. 556.
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the Ukrainian language f in some positions became vocalised; thus
Matfei > Matvei. Besides the given examples of rendering Greek
th and f in Eastern Slavic there is to be noted the substitution ofx
for th and f as, for instance, 'rheodosii > Xodosii, or Fionna >
Xvenna. Examples of such forms, ,vhich are not numerous, emerged
in the later process ofSlavicization due to the influence of the spoken
dialects.

Other phonological modifications shown in the Pomianyk which
should perhaps be noted in connection with vernacular influences
are as follows:

the change of the initial a > 0 due to the accent,
Aleksandros > Aleksandro > Oleksandro or Agripina > Ogripina;

the preiotation of initial e,
Elene > Jelena, Eudokiia > Jevdokiia; ~.

and the change of this initial preioted e > 0,

Jelena > Olena, Jevdokiia > Ovdotiia;
the appearance of v before initial vowels,

Ovdotiia > Vovdotiia;
the narrowing of unstressed vowels,

Kosmas> Kosma> Kusma;
the loss of initial unstressed a,

Anastasiia> Nastasiia, Agathiia> Gafiia;
the loss of unstressed initial e,

Ekaterina > Katerina;
loss of initial i,

Ilarion> Lariona,
Isidoros > Isidora > Sidora.

In regard to the forms of names, some of them were adopted in
the Slavic morphological system practically unaltered. These were
mainly the hellenised Hebrew and other non-Greek names ending
in a consonant. In Slavic only a ,vas appended to the end-consonant
and so these names were fitted into the masculine declension of the
o-stems. The sign of 0 had no phonological significance: adding a
to the end-consonants became rather a mechanical process which
reflected the tendency of the early phenomen in Slavic called "the
opening of syllables."

Dabid > Davida, Gabriel > Gavriilo, Iosef > Iosifo.

The majority of names, however, were accepted only after partial
morphological modifications. 54

54 P. Diels, op.cit. pp. 180-187.
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The morphological alteration of imported names was concerned
mainly with the modification of the termination of the names. Thus
Greek -os and -es were dropped and only 0 was added to the stem
of a name. In this way such names were brought into line with the
Slavic masculine declension of o-stems:

Aleksandros > Aleksandro, Petros > Petro,
loannes > loannb.

The Greek ending -as was represented by -a, e.g.
Nikitas > Nikita, Thomas > Thoma.

These names were inflected on the pattern of the feminine declension
of -a stems. The final-ios was rendered by -ii,

Grigorios > Grigorii, Athanasios > Athanasii,
#,.r

Makkarios > Makarii.

When -ios was preceded by unstressed -e-, the group -e-ios was
substituted by -ei or -ii, thus,

Basileios > Vasilei > Vasilii.

The end group -a-ios was also rendered by ei (ei)

Bartholomaios > Vartholomei.

The anthroponyms which received in Slavic the endings -ii or -ei
(-ei) were treated according to the masculine declension of io-
stems. An exanlination of the source material discloses numerous
instances of the forms, such as

Vasilii~ gsg. and accsg. from VasiIii;
Ignatii~ gsg. and accsg. from Ignatii.

These forms reflect only the graphic problems of that period
which were involved in the presentation of the ja-sound and have no
connection with the declension of a-, ja-stems.

In Part C of the text there occasionally occurred some names in
the nominative case, such as

Thekla, Maria, lVlixailoor Pavlo.

The forms Pavlo and Mixailo provide interesting examples of
masculine anthroponyms ending in -0, which are not so frequent
in Slavic onomastics. Masculine names ending in -0, although rare,
occurred in many Slavic languages but their development and
expansion were not the same everywhere. In some languages these
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forms were kept alive only as hypocoristic. In others they were pre-
served in surnames. In Ukrainian, however, they led to the develop-
ment of the individual type of masculine nouns ending in -0. There
is a divergency of vie"rs among scholars on the explanation of this
development. According to Smal-Stockyj, neuter nouns ending in
-0 originated masculine nouns of this type.55 In the opinion of
Kulbakin, the suffix -ko influenced the formation of masculine
nouns ending in -0. Saxmatov derives the masculine nominative
form ending in -0 from the vocative form of names of the a-stems.
Krymskyj states that this type of masculine nouns sprang from
the "love amongst people for such forms."56

The most convincing explanation is made by V. Simovyc. He
motivates the emergence of masculine nouns ending in -0 by histori-
cal factors. Simovyc holds that such a development was caused by
the disappearance of band 0 in the final position, and provided the
basis for the existence in the language of neuter nouns in o-stems.
When b or 0 was dropped, the reduction of syllables took place and
at the end of a name there emerged a group of consonants usually
difficult" to pr<;>nounceand enunciate." In order to simplify the
pronunciation one of the most popular lnethods was the adding of
-0 to the end-consonant, thus

Pavblo > Pavbl > Pavlo or
Marko > Mark > Marko.

~rhis method led to the invention of several categories of names
ending in -0 and finally produced an individual type of masculine
nouns ending in _0.57

The feminine anthroponyms in Slavic received the endings -a and
ia. They were adopted in feminine declensions of a- and -ia-stems
respectively and were treated accordingly.

55 Smal-Stockyj and T. Gartner, Grammatik del' Ruthenischen (Ukrainischen)
Sprache, 'Vien, 1913, p. 215.

56 S. 1\1:.Kulbakin, Ukrainskij jazyk, kratkij ocerk istoriceskoj phonetiki i mor-
phologii, Xarkov, ·1919, p. 59.

O. Saxmatov and A. Krymskyj, Narys z istoriji ukrajinskoji movy ta xrestomatija
pysmenskoji staro-'ltkraiscyny XI-XVIII vikiv, Kiev, 1924, p. 102.

57 V. Simovyc, "Ukrajinski imennyky colovicoho rodu na "0" v istorycnomu
rozvytku j osvitlenni," Praci Ukrajinskoho Vysokoho Pedagogicnoho Instytutu im.
ill. Drahomanova, Praha, 1929, pp. 305-369.
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The Hellenic or hellenized feminine names which had no endings
were first adopted unaltered. Then later they were modified on the
pattern of prevalent feminine names: for instance,

Ok. Elizabeth > OOS Elizaveto > Elizaveta.
The modification of endings in order to fit the anthroponyms into

the Slavic declension system had already taken place in the Old
Ohurch Slavic texts. This is regarded as the first stage in an inten-
tional and systematic change, carried out by the early scribes.

The other method of Slavicization was the shortening or con-
traction of names, e.g.

Domna > Doma, Theofano > Thofano, Gavriilo > Gavrilo;
Ignatii > Ignato, Kondratii > Kondrato.

Furthermore, the suffixation and formation of derivatives
constitute an important method of Slavicization of foreign names.
In our material the name suffixes are all native Slavic. They were
usually appended to the stems of foreign names, and thus produced
nanles of diminutive or augmentative nature according to the
pattern of native names, as Zdano > Zdan-ko. But more often the
addition of suffixes to the themes of derivatives formed typical
Volhynian variants: for instance,

Aleksii > Oles-ko; Zinovii > Zenko; Ioanno > Ivana >
Iva-s-ko; Anna> Annu-ska; Anna> Annyciia;
Ekaterina> Kas-ia > Kas-ka; Eugeniia > Gas-ia;
Dariia > Dar-ka.

As is evident from the material investigated, the emotional
character of suffixes appears to have weakened or disappeared in
the course of time. In the Pomianyk names with diminutive or
augmentative suffixes are used as full names. Such forms as Jurko
or Kaska are difficult to treat as hypocoristic. They present vernacu-
lar but complete onomastic forms.

We must not conclude, however, that all names came directly and
exclusively via Byzantium. There is a small number of Latin names
which presumably introduced into Volhynia through the Western
Slavs. These names, too, became slavicized by undergoing slight
changes similar to Greek names and first of all modification of
termination, e.g.

L. Adrianus > OOSAdriano,
L. Patricius > OOSPatrikii.
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Phonology and Morphology in The Pomianyk of Horodysce

The orthography of the Pomianyk is far from being regular or
uniform. Moreover, the same name frequently appears in various
orthographical forms in one and the same "entry. The most striking
inconsistency is found in the rendering "ofthe iotized vowels, the
pronunciation current at the time being ~eflected only occasionally.
In general, the tendency towards Old"Church Slavic orthography
can be noted. But since the system of writing does not correspond
with actual pronunciation, many signs are used mechanically.
South Slavic influences are most evident in the use of accent signs.
In addition, there is a good deal of confusion as to the use of band o.
lotization is also absent in some instances where in Eastern Slavic
it should take place. In the text, however, forms do appear which
mirror the phonetic reality of the time; they supply enough exam-
pIes to document several phonological features. In this connection
the phenomenon known as ikanya deserves particular attention.

Ikanya, or the interchange of i with e and 0 in certain closed
syllables, is one of the most important peculiarities of Ukrainian
phonology and is linked with the history of b (j er) and 0 (j or ). It
was caused by the disappearance of band 0 in the weak position.
When this change occurred the original Proto-Slavic e and 0 in an
immediately preceding newly-closed syllable changed in Ukrainian
to i, after having passed through the intermediate stage of u, ou,
y, etc. In our text the intermediate stage of ikanya is exemplified by
such forms as Markuovo (196) (poss. adj.),58 Vasyliuvo (73) (poss.
adj.), and Maksymuvo (196) (poss. adj.). Here the original 0

changed into u (y) thus Markovo > Markuvo, corresponding to the
Modern Ukrainian i as in Markiv. This development is one of the
most peculiar fe~tures of the present-day Volhynian dialect.

Another historical Ukrainian phenomenon is the change of un-
accented vowels. Unaccented initial a became 0, then disappeared
and formed the typical Volhynian variants of names: thus,

Agrethiny (27) > Ogrefiny (13) ~ Ogrifiny (21) >
Grifiny (28) > Gorfiny (8) > Grefy (32).

The variants Ogrefiny (13) ~ Ogrifiny (21) or Artemia (22)
Artimia (18) suggest a confusion of e with i. Identification of 0 with

58 Numbers in brackets indicate the folios of the Pomianyk.
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u (y) is also found in the Pomianyk, e.g. Ovdotii (20) ~ Udotii (43),
and Matrony (14) ~ Motruny (49). Such a development in the
Western Ukrainian dialects is usually due to the accent.

The iotization of the vowel e took place in the Proto-Slavic
period; thus Elena was pronounced Jelena, and Evdokia ~ Evdotia
,vas pronounced Jevdokia ~ Jevdotia, respectively. Some forms
of the anthroponyms under study exemplify the further stage of
this development and illustrate the phonological rule that every
Proto-Slavic ioted initial e was changed to 0; for example, Evdotii
(59) > Ovdotii (20).

Further, prothetic consonants appear before the initial vowels.
The forms Vovdotii (8) and Voksimii (37) attest the prothetic v
and the form Hanna (258) serves as an example of the prothetic h.

From time to time vvecome upon forms which show the identifi-
cation of b.1 (jery) with i-for example, Alkilyny (29), Lukyrii
(12)59 - as well as the weakening of the final i, as in Ilbi (18),
Anastasi (42).

The loss of initial i as in Sidoria (15), Lari6na (17), could either
be attributed to the Slavicization of these names, or on the other
hand, as Vasmer points out, to the loss of the initial i which took
place in Greek due to modification in sandhi position.60

Although in general the former semivowels b (jer) and b (jor)
in the Pomianyk are vocalized in their strong position, quite often
there occur such spellings of names as Sbozonta (34), Vbovdotii (27),
and Sbfii (33) instead of Sozonta, Vovdotii, and Sofii.This phenome-
non has no historical motivation and can only be explained as a
scribal habit apart from ,vhich, band b are used as mere graphic
signs without any phonological significance.

Bulgarian influence is found in the frequent appearance of the
final b instead of etymological b; for instance, Petrovb (69), and
Romanovb (63).

The form Selevestra (17, 24) attests to the development of pleo-
phony. Simplification of Indo-European "liquid diphthongs"
(vowel and lor r) led to pleophony in Eeastern Slavic. For example,
in Eastern Slavic the groups olJor, el/er developed into ol%ro and
ele/ere respectively, thus Selvestra > Selevestra.

59 See Transliteration Table II.
60 A. Baecklund, Ope cit., p. 63.
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'Hypercorrect' forms such as Esifa (8), leva (18), and Eltuxia
(35), and side by side with them, such forms of vernacular character
as Ancypora (16), Valfblome~ (19), and V1>vdotoi (31) suggest
that some scribes were not very familiar with hagiography.

The rendering of iotized vowels in the text under study displays a
most striking inconsistancy.

lotized a, pronounced ja, is rendered by the combination of h1

(i + a), or more frequently, by a nasal sign Ii\ (~). Thus, Tatiiany is
written TdTHh1Hhl (45) and TdThli\Hhl (8).

The vowel e had already been iotized in Proto-Slavic and was
always pronounced as je. For this reason only a few instances of
iotization of e are found in the Pomianyk in such Chypercorrect'
forms as lesifa (19) pronounced J esifa.

The iotization of the vowel i is most often indicated by the kel1-
dema sign (") placed above 1, or H; thus, Evthimii pronounced
Jevtimiji and written as 6R.e.HMH (42), or Anastasii written as
lIHdtTdd (42) and pronounced Anastasiji.

lotized u usually is rendered by the sign 10, e.g. IOQhli\ (11),
luri~, pronounced Jurija, or occasionally by the}l~s.~lsignm (p)as
in LKQ·ili\ (11), 9ri~, also pronounced Jurija.

Many forms, however, sho,v absence of iotization: for example,
Tatbany (28), Akima (15), Ustiany (21), and Ulity (22), although
they were prol1punced Tatijany, Jakima, Justiany, and Julity.

Like the iotized vowels, ordinary vowels also exhibit inconsistency.
The vowel i is presented

by the sign 'i as in :C:dtiAid (35), Vasilia;
by the sign H as in GHMOHd (10), Simona;
by the sign v as in GVMOHd (27) Simona;
by the sign rk as in ilOyKHQrkH (18), Lukirei; and

in all cases it was pronounced as i. The most comnl0nly used sign
is H; the sign rk is used rarely.

The vowel 0 is rendered
by the sign 0 as in IRoHhl (14), lvony;
by the sign (I) as in WMeAh1Hd (II), Omeliana;
by the sign 1>as in Gozls'iH (33), Sofii; and

is usually written 0 in the middle of a word while W is written at the
beginning of a word or in the middle of a word to indicate jj (long 0).
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The vowel u is expressed
by the combination of oy as in Ulb~ny pronounced Uljany;
by the sign a as in rdHHa (258), Hannu; and
by the nasal iK (9) as in 30RiKLpd (2), ZovQsca, pronounced
Zovusca.

The oy predominates in initial and medial positions of a word while
the sign a renders final u (y). The occurrence of iK (Q) in the place
of u (y) is very rare.

The Greek letter ~ is rendered in the Pomianyk by the sign of ~
as in lI"e~eh\ (11), Alekse~; by the combination of k and c (kc) as
in lI"eKced (15), Aleksea; and by the combination of ~ and k as in
lI"eK~dHA\ld (11), Alekksandra.

The letter g is expressed by g as in 3dXd\li·H (9), Zaxarii, and by
s (dz) as in SHHORiH (10), Zinovii, pronounced Zinovii or Dzi-
novii. The forms with s (dz) may be regarded as a reflection either
of Northern Volhynian pronunciation or of South Slavic influence.

The Greek diphthongs eu and au are rendered in our text by the
combination of ev; thus,

Gk. Eud6ksia > GaS Evdoksia (17).

In the Pomianyk we frequently meet a substitution of x for th,
as in Xodora (63), Ximy (88) and the substitution of v for th, as in
Matve~ (237), as well as the usual identification of th with f, as in
Matfeia (234).

Basically, the morphological features of the anthroponyms under
study are Greek and represent a simple transliteration of the Greek
morphological system. However, some Slavic innovations are
evident:

(1) in the endings of the principal forms and derivatives;
(2) in the suffixation; and
(3) in the abbreviations and contractions and other processes.
As previously noted, the names of Greek provenance were brought

into the Eastern Slavic declensional system by means of the modifi-
cation of Greek endings (Gk. Basilios > GaS Vasilii).

Names in the Pomianyk are in most cases recorded in the gsg.
However, accsg. and gsg. forms and those of possessive adjective
also appear occasionally. All those cases indicate that the names
were treated in accordance with the rules of the Slavic declensional
system. For instance, Anny (gsg., 8), Annu (accsg., 258), Ka(sb )ka
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(nsg., 29), Kasiu (accsg., 196), Romanovb (poss. adj., 63), Va-
siliuvo (poss. adj., 73), Lubovo (accsg., 222), and Lubve (gsg.,
254). The form Lubve examplifies the archaic appellative form of the
gsg. of the ii-stem declension.61

The names in the Pomianyk provide only a limited variety of
Slavic suffixes which were usually appended to the stems of Greek
names so as to form Slavic derivatives.

In the masculine names the suffix -ko appears most frequently.
This suffix was added: (1) to the contracted or shortened variant
of a name,

Sen-ko (74) < Ksentii < Avksentii,
Erem-ko (256) < Ierema < Ieremia;

(2) to another diminutive

Fed'-ko (247) < Fedb < Fedor < Theodoro,
Zen-ko (246) < Zenio < Zinovii,
Dac-ko (219) < Todosb < Theodosii.

Under the influence of appellatives ending in -a-s, -ja-s, there
arose in the native Slavic nomenclature such forms as Bogdas <
Bogdan.62 Christian anthroponymy was also formed on this pattern,
e.g. I vas < Ivan < Ioanno, Oles < Oleksii "-' Aleksii. But when-
ever a vowel preceded -s in such formations, the suffix -ko was
frequently added after -so Similar formations are documented in the
Pomianyk by the derivatives I vasko (258) and Olesko (257).

Instances where a final 0 is added to a full form are very rare in
the material studied. The forms 'which do appear (Mixailo, PavIo)
are discussed above in the section on Slavicization.

In the Pomianyk only two types of feminine suffixes are found,
namely, -ka and -sia. That these suffixes still seem to preserve their
original emotional tone suggested by the nature of the derivatives
which they form: -ka produced augmentative formations while
-sia carried a tone of endearment.

Like masculine suffixes, feminine suffixes are added either to a
short form of a name, for example, Zen-ka (74) < Zinovia; or to
the diminutive variants as in Das-ka (254) < Theodosia, and Kas-
ka (29) < Ekaterina.

61 N. luby, G. lubove, D. lubovi, A. luboVb, V. luby, I. lubovbjQ, L. lubovi.
62 A. Baecklund, Ope cit., p. 67.
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The diminutive suffix -sia in our nlaterial is always appended to
another diminutive form, viz., Ka-sia (247) < Katia < Ekaterina,
Ga-sia (272) < Genia < Eugenia, and Ma-sia (247) < Mania <
Maria.

Abbreviation and contraction occur more frequently in the Po-
mianylc than does suffixation; for example, Semena (41) < Se-
meona, Uroni (26) < Feuronii, and Prosimii (36) < Evfrosimii.

Some Chypercorrect' forms should also be mentioned. These are
formations in which the Old Church Slavic suffix -ii is incorrectly
added to a number of names with the purpose of giving them Old
Church Slavic character, e.g. Danili~ (23) < Danila, Kirili~ (73) <
Kirila.

Western Slavic influence on the anthroponyms studied is re-
vealed in the names V~tslava (31) and Stanislava (89). Moreover,
the style and structure of a majority of entries denotes Polish
effects; for example, "upys panei" or "Upys pana Oleksandrovo
podskarbiego. "6~ Yet, marginalia in the Pomianyk bear witness to
profound Polish influence.64

63 The Pomianyk, pp. 12-13.
64 Ibid., Part B and Part C.


